Abstract. Methods from computer algebra, mostly so called Grobner bases (gb) from commutative algebra, are used to solve the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) symbolically. The methods suggested allow us to track the influence of parameters in the system or penalty matrices on the solution. Some non-trivial aspects arise when addressing the problem from the point of view commutative algebra, for example the original equations are rational, not polynomial. We explain how this can be dealt with rather easily. Some methods for lowering the computational complexity are suggested and different methods are compared regarding efficiency. Preprocessing of the equations before applying gb can make computations more efficient.
Introduction
The algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) is probably one of the most well known and thoroughly studied nonlinear matrix equations in engineering. It arises in different aspects of optimal control and estimation problems [l, 15, etc] . A lot of research effort has been devoted to finding stable and fast numerical algorithms for solving the ARE, see e.g. [4, 16, 17, 
201.
In this paper we discuss how computer algebra can be used to solve the ARE symbolicdy. By solving we mean triangulating the system of polynomial equations that is rendered by considering each matrix entry of the matrix equation. Thus variables are eliminated successively so that we eventually obtain an equation in one variable only. One way of doing this is to compute a called Grobner base.
An advantage with solving equations symbolically instead of numerically is that one can keep some parameters in the original equations to see how they influence the solution. A disadvantage is that symbolic solution often is more expensive from a computational point of view; this is at least the case when the original problem has such a rich structure as the ARE.
Some methods to decrease computational complexity will be discussed in detail.
The reader is supposed to be familiar with some basic 'All correspondence to the first author (KF).
commutative algebra, such as polynomial ring, ideal, prime ideal and dimension of an ideal. Two refere n c e are [3,9]. Hopefully the important ideas of the paper are understandable also for those that are not very familiar with this kind of mathematics. Previous knowledge of Grobner bases is not presupposeda brief exposition of this theory is given in section 2.
A comment on notation: the ideal generated by the set fi , . . . , f m is written ( f1, . . . , f m ).
Symbolic Equation Solving
By solving a system of nonlinear equations we will mean triangulating it, i.e. elimination of variables as far as possible. Elimination consists in finding the elements of an ideal that belong to a certain subring. For example we may wish to find a n k[S] for an ideal a C_ k[S,T] where S,T are sets of variables.
One way of doing elimination is to compute a Grobner base (gb) of a w.r.t. the lexicographic term-ordering. Grobner bases were defined by the Austrian mathematician Bruno Buchberger in 1965. They are sometimes, somewhat incorrectly, called standard bases.
Basic Definitions
Grobner bases are special generating sets for polynomial ideals, having some appealing properties'. For a thorough introduction to gb see e.g. [9, 12, 141. This section is gives the basic definitions in the theory of Grobner bases.
We use the multi-degree notation for the monomials of k [ X I , . . . , Xn]. So if a E N" then n Xu = XF1 ... Xgra, a = degXQ, lcrl = i=l A term odering < is a well ordering on N" that satisfies 'Using the word "base" for a generating set is obsolete. In modern terminology an ideal cannot have a basis since it is not a free module, in general. and 0 < a for all a. Important examples are:
The (pure) lezicographic term ordering, abbreviated lex, defined by a < P e 3 j : a j < & , V i < j : a j = P ,
The reverse gmded len'cogmphic term ordering (revlex), defined by a < / 3 w l a1 < [PI or l a 1 = IPI A 3 j : aj > P j , Vi > j : ai = P,
The notion of degree can be extended to polynomials by the convention
where max refers to a given term ordering. Mostly, we use the lex term ordering, for reasons that will become apparent. 
Definition 2.2
The set G C a is a Grobner base (gb) for a w.r.t. a given term ordering iff LMa = ( L M G ) .
0
Every ideal possesses a finite gb, which is unique, under some weak assumptions. In the mid-70's the following theorem, which is the reason for our interest in gb, was discovered: In [14] it is proved that the generic look of a lex gb for a zero-dimensional ideal w.r.t. X n < . . . < X I is
where pi E k(Xn] for all i, and degp, > degpi for
Definition 2.3 An (arbitrary) ideal that has a gb of the type ( 2 ) w.r.t. the lex term-ordering is said to be in generic position. 
Computational Complexity and
One disadvantage with lex Grobner bases is that the complexity for computing them is in general very high. Now, it has been showed that the complexity for computing a gb for total degree orderings, e.g. revlex, is in general lower than in the case of a lex ordering.
There is an approach to elimination theory that is also based on Grobner bases, but does not use the lex term ordering. This approach is primarily due to Boege, Gebauer and Kredel [5] ; it is also discussed in e.g. 
Other Symbolic Methods
There are other methods than gb for solving systems of polynomial equations symbolically. Let us briefly discuss the most obvious alternatives:
0 Resultants are probably the oldest tools in elimination theory. Originally they were defined to deal with arbitrary many equations in arbitrary many variables, but today the word resultant often refers to the determinant of the Sylvester matrix which is a reformulation for the case of two equations. 
Inequations

The Algebraic Riccati Equation
Let us now see how the ARE can be solved using symbolic manipulation and methods from commutative algebra.
Generalities
Consider a continuous or discrete time, stochastic, time-invariant control system written in state space form:
k ( t ) = h ( t ) + h ( t ) + v ( t ) , y(t) = c r ( t ) + e ( t ) ( 5 )
where U , e are white noises with covariance matrices R I , R 2 . For the continuous time LQ problem the ARE is
where superscript T denotes transpose, and in discrete time it is
For the continuous time optimal filtering problem the ARE is A P + PAT + RI -PcTR,'cP = 0 (9) and in discrete time APAT + R I -APcT(cPcT + Rz)-'cPAT = P (10)
The unknown matrices P,S are symmetric in all cases. Observability-type conditions ensure the existence of positive semidefinite P, S satisfying one of (7) -(10); see the references.
We now consider the ARE as a system of polynomial equations ei,j = 0, one for each matrix entry, modulo entries that are identical due to the symmetry of P. Assume that the system is SISO, so that we only have one denominator. Letting the polynomial f represent the condition that this denominator # 0 via the Rabinovich trick we get the ideal take. If not we will have to compute minimal polynomials for the other variables as well, to see which combination of solutions that gives a positive definite P-matrix. A complete algorithm for solving the ARE using bgk thus looks as follows:
1. Find the minimal polynomial mi,j for each one of the variables pi,j using bgk.
2. Determine the roots of each mi,j.
3. Check combinations of roots of the m i j to see which one renders a positive definite P-matrix. 
Putting the System in Canonical Form
We will now indicate how some preprocessing the equations can improve the symbolic solving of the The idea is first to put the linear system ( 5 ) or ( 6 ) in some canonical form. This makes the ARE have a particularly appealing shape: many of the equations become linear in some of the variables. If we use the where k is some field. The most interesting case for symbolic computation is when k contains rational functions of some parameters occurring either in the covariance or penalty matrices or in the system model. equations.
Below we outline three different gb approaches for solving the ARE symbolically. In section 4 we see how the algorithms work on some examples.
Standard GB Solution
linearity to eliminate these variables ourselves before handing over to Buchberger's algorithm it seems that The most straightforward idea is to apply lex gb directly to the ideal a in equation (11). According to theorem 2.2 this gives information about the possible we can save computation time. This approach is inspired by [MI, but the cited work cannot be applied directly in the symbolic case [ll] . This means that e.g. if we choose a lex term ordering ranking p1,l lowest, then GB(a) will contain the minimal polynomial for p 1 , l . If there are parameters present the minimal polynomial will reveal how these influence p1,l and thereby the Kalman, or LQ, gain.
An extra difficulty in the commutative algebraic framework is that it is not immediately obvious which value of p1,l that renders a positive definite solution, unless the minimal polynomial of p1,l has only one positive real root, of course. The positivity issue has to be handled separately.
BGK Solution
used when eliminating the variables. Unfortunately, this combinatorial problem is too complex to be discussed here; details can be found in [ll] . Let n be the number of variables, so that there are $n(n + 1) + 1 original equations. For n 5 6 the elimination procedure described above reduces the number of equations to n for even n, and i(n + 1) for odd n. The remaining equations are nonlinear in all their variables. This result has not been proved for an arbitrary n.
As a first, empirical result it seems that this method is the most efficient one of those mentioned here, even if we include the cost of transforming a linear system to canonical form in the total time consumption.
Practical experience indicates that a is always in
Examples
generic position, which makes the bgk algorithm quite suitable). If we determine the minimal polynomial for some diagonal element pi,, and find that it has only one positive root then we know what value pi,i has to Below we try the methods suggested on some examples. The computations described below were all performed in Maple. The gb package in Maple is not the most efficient one available, but there are other advantages, e.g. that the bgk algorithm is adlable. We start by a simple example, where the solution can actually be computed by hand. The Maple command, once the grobner package has been loaded, for computing the lex gb for a w.r.t. the rank- . A natural next step is to check if there axe systematic and efficient methods for handling the positivity problem within the existing theory of this field. There are many obvious ways that can be taken, but one has to be careful not to let the computational complexity grow unacceptably large.
In the present work the ARE is interpreted as a system of polynomial equations -no use is made of the original matrix structure. It might be that the algorithm for computing gb can be modified in order to take the special structure into account. No such method is known t o the authors.
Another approach would be to combine numerical methods for equation solving with symbolical ones.
For some examples such combinations are advantageous [lo].
